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Key OSU College of Medicine faculty:
Dr. Sorabh Khandelwal, Assistant Dean for 
Clinical Sciences
Dr. Linda Stone, Special Assistant to the Dean
Dr. William Andy Hudson, Associate Director of 
Medical Education
Dr. Andrew Jacques, Clinical Professor
CMA Learning Department Instructors:
Cindy Foley, Executive Deputy Director, 
Learning & Experience
Jen Lehe, Manager of Strategic Partnerships
Stephanie Samera, Lead for Gallery Learning
Rachel Trinkley, Educator for Docent 
Programs (formerly)
Learning Objectives: Participants will 
- Practice critical and empathetic thinking habits through 
routines with art, a cornerstone of the Art of Analysis 
program; 
- Have an increased appreciation for strategic learning 
partnerships between universities and art museums; 
- Have an increased awareness of a university partnership 
model that supports key critical and empathetic thinking 
behaviors; 
- Have an increased confidence advocating for partnerships 
that support empathetic thinking; 
- Think more expansively, creatively, and intentionally about 
partnerships between their own institutions and community 
partners. 
How can experiences with the arts promote 
the excellence and resilience in the medical 
field?

Some key assets and values:
Emphasis on humanism in medical training and practice
Growing arts partnerships and programs
Recognition of the importance of the arts in patient healing, student training, and physician 
resiliency 
Some key assets and values:
Learner-centered instruction in a visitor-centered museum
Works that support perspective taking and the exploration of social issues
Philosophy of active engagement in “thinking like an artist” dispositions of creative and critical 
thinking
How can experiences with the arts promote 
the excellence and resilience in the medical 
field?
Art of Analysis is open to students in OSU medical sciences; one-time, evening visit (3 
hours) beginning with a shared meal and discussion of group and informal learning, CMA 
staff facilitated thinking routine (ODIP) in galleries, individual prompts, group reflection
Observe Describe Interpret Prove
Careful noticing, resisting initial interpretations, questioning assumptions, adopting 
different perspectives, imagining, embracing ambiguity, listening to group members, 
synthesizing elements 

Jane Reed and Dora Hunt, Clarence Carter, 1941




Response Data (2013, 2014, 2015 participants, n=197) % “Agree” or “Strongly 
Agree”
Looking at and talking about works of art allowed me to reflect on the human experience: 80%
Facilitators helped create a respectful and thoughtful learning environment: 86%
Previous Museum Experiences  Many or numerous= 32%       Very few or none= 37%
“I will approach patients with an open and curious mind, 
not brush off something that doesn’t make sense to me, 
and not anchor to one thing or diagnosis and stop 
exploring”
“I will try to keep in mind the different life experiences 
patients have and use that to help me better support 
them…It was fascinating to hear such different 
perspectives on the same pieces of art”
[Surprised] “How much I appreciated the opportunity to 
slow down”
“I was excited to hear what other people had to say, what 
their interpretations were, and how I responded (often 
emotionally) to their ideas”

"The works of art are unfamiliar to the students so 
they don’t have the same bias they would if they 
were looking at a person… 
"They search for and collect all of the details in the 
paintings because they do not have a bias as to 
which visual attribute is more important over 
another. This lowered threshold of observation 
directly applies to examining a patient." 
"Looking with Care: A Medical Observational Skills and Visual Arts 
Curriculum." Jacqueline Dolev, MD, second-year internal medicine 
resident at Stanford Hospital 
Starting point:
How does visual thinking enhance the 
medical profession?
- Learn how to slow down and take in more 
and richer visual details
- Set aside “snap judgement” and think 
slowly, critically, and collaboratively
- Nurture greater self-awareness (including 
awareness of one’s implicit biases)
- See an issue from multiple perspectives
- Become more comfortable with ambiguity
Emergent elements:
- Develop compassion for characters and 
ideas in works of art; imagine their 
possible lives 
- Have an increased respect for the thinking 
of colleagues
- Experience the power of slowing down, 
being present, imagining and wondering 
in an environment free of “right/wrong” 
answers 

Turn-and-Talk
Think about what you have heard in this session
How do these ideas and approaches CONNECT with your 
work and/or current approach to partnerships?
What new ideas have EXTENDED or pushed your thinking 
about partnerships and/or engagement
What do you find CHALLENGING or confusing? What puzzles 
or wonderings do you have now?
Connect-Extend-Challenge is a thinking routine from Harvard’s Project Zero
How to get involved with Art of Analysis and the Medicine and Arts community:
Interested community members can financially support the Art of Analysis program to reach 
more students in the medical sciences and/or new, strategic audiences including 
faculty/staff.
Interested central-Ohio university staff can connect presenters to key university stakeholders 
concerned with wellness, resiliency, and empathy (e.g. law school, counseling centers, 
university public safety) to explore a tailored version of Art of Analysis).
University staff and/or arts partners can get involved with the Medicine and the Arts 
initiative to either expand arts access to their medical science students or for ideas to 
establish a similar network of initiatives.
What else? What gifts and opportunities do you see?
To get involved with Art of Analysis, contact Jen at Jennifer.Lehe@cmaohio.org
To get involved with Medicine and the Arts, connect Linda at lcstonemd@columbus.rr.com
